
Agreement 5

Form & usage

A  Circle the correct answers to complete the sentences.

1 Did you hear about Mike? He (want / wants) to travel around South America.

2   Sydney and Paris (offer / offers) great holiday experiences.

3  My friend and colleague (have / has) arrived. I hope he will tell us about his trip.

4  Three thousand kilometres (are / is) roughly the distance from Hong Kong to Tokyo.

5  These books (cover / covers) every period of Chinese history.

6  It’s raining, David. You (need / needs) to come inside immediately.

7  In my opinion, Alice never (work / works) hard enough.

8  The rich often (call / calls) for lower taxes.

9  We’ve got to be quick because time (are / is) running out.

10  I like cycling, but my siblings (prefer / prefers) swimming.

11 One of Jessica’s articles (is / are) published in an online journal. 

12  Mike’s car (go / goes) very slowly because the gearbox is broken.

13  Lydia is so friendly that everyone she meets  

(enjoy / enjoys) her company.

14  I like to put honey on my toast. However, 

honey (contain / contains) a lot of sugar.
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Infinitives and gerunds 15

Alice: Since gaming disorder is a medical condition, I would suggest (17) seeing  

a counsellor. I’m sure your family will also be happy (18) to help/support  you if you 

talk to them.

Tyler: Thanks, Alice.

Alice: No problem! (19) Beating  addiction is not something you can do 

on your own. My hope is (20) to help  you overcome it. Let me 
(21) know  if there is anything I can (22) do   

for you.

E   You are researching space tourism and have found an article about it. However, there is 
one mistake in each line of the article. Cross out the mistakes and write the corrections 
above them. Insert missing words using .

Space Tourism
Did you know that anyone can going to space? It’s true. You don’t have to be  

a highly trained astronaut. You just need have many millions of dollars to spend.

This is space tourism. In 2001, Dennis Tito became the first tourist travelling into space. He 

paid US$20 million for his trip. He got spend eight days in total on the International Space 

Station. When Tito returned, reporters asked him how he felt about to travel to space. Tito 

replied, ‘It was paradise.’ Before the trip, he had worried that he wouldn’t get used to live 

in space. Afterwards, however, he would remember to spend the best time of his life there.

Unfortunately, most people cannot afford spending multi-millions of dollars. In fact, only a 

small handful of people have managed travelling to space. 

After 2010, tourists stopped to visit the International Space Station due to various factors. 

In 2019, however, NASA announced that it aims start allowing private tourists to go to the 

station again. The trips are estimated costing about US $35,000 US per day.

While the price for going to space remains high, experts suggest that prices could falling 

in the decades to come. In 50 years, how many of us would be able afford a trip to the 

moon? Only time will telling.

go

to

∧
to travel

to

∧ travelling

living

having spent/spending

to spend

to travel

visiting

to

∧to cost

fall

to
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Unit
Progress Check 6

A   Your friend, Simon, is unhappy with an app that he purchased. Help him complete the 
letter of complaint below by circling the correct options.

Dear Sir/Madam,

I downloaded your DictioNovice app a couple of months ago, after a friend of mine 
recommended (1) . My wife and I were just about to (2)  around Eastern Europe, and we 
were worried about not being able to make ourselves understood. I do not speak any foreign 
languages, and (3) , so DictioNovice sounded perfect to us. (4)  translate foreign languages but 
also speak the sentences out loud.

Once I had installed the app, I decided to (5) . I spoke some English sentences into my phone, 
and from the speaker (6)  that sounded Hungarian to my untrained ears. The app then made 
the suggestion (7)  to the Premium version, as I would then get access to all the languages we 
would encounter during the trip. So I paid HK$398 for the upgrade. (8)  what a rip-off this 
would (9)  to be.

(10) in Prague than the problems started. I tried a friendly greeting in Czech on the immigration 
officer, and he looked at me (11) insane. I should (12) right there and uninstalled the app. In 
fact, I (13), as it would have spared me the embarrassment that was to follow.

While publishing a translation app that turns every sentence into a rude insult may seem like 
a fun practical joke to you, I assure you it is no fun at all for the customers who (14).

I demand (15) a full refund of the money I wasted on your decidedly unfunny app.

Yours faithfully,
Simon Fung

1 A that I tried it
 B that I try it
 C to try it
 D me trying it

6  A words came
 B words come
 C came words
 D come words

11 A as if I be
 B as if I am
 C as if I were
 D as if I was being

2  A set out on a trip
 B set out a trip on
 C go out on a trip
 D go out a trip on

7  A that should I upgrade
 B that I upgraded
 C that I upgrade
 D that I would upgrade

12  A give in
 B have given in
 C give up
 D have given up

3  A so my wife does
 B so does my wife
 C neither my wife does
 D neither does my wife

8  A Never knew I
 B Never did I know
 C Little knew I
 D Little did I know

13  A wish I did
 B wish I had
 C wish I were
 D wish I should

4  A Not only it could
 B Not only could it
 C It only could not 
 D Not it could only

9  A turn up
 B turn off
 C turn out
 D turn on

14  A fell for it
 B fell it for
 C fell on it
 D fell it on

5  A try it on
 B try on it
 C try it out
 D try out it

10  A No sooner did we land
 B No sooner had we landed
 C No sooner we landed
 D No sooner landed we

15  A that you issue
 B that you issued
 C you to issue
 D for you to issue
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2Unit Pronouns

2.1 Subject and object pronouns
We use pronouns to replace nouns or noun phrases in sentences. Without pronouns, our 
language can sound boring, repetitive and unnatural.

Kitty is a cat. Kitty is two years old. My whole family loves Kitty.
➔ Kitty is a cat. She is two years old. My whole family loves her.

The subject is the person/thing that does the action in a sentence. The object is the person/ 
thing that the subject does the action to or for. We can replace the subject/object with pronouns 
when we already know who or what the subject/object is.

The room faces south. It (subject pronoun = the room) is warm in winter.

My sister is seven. This doll would be a perfect gift for her (object pronoun = my sister).

Note that object pronouns usually come after verbs or prepositions.

She is a beautiful cat. Everyone in the family loves her (= the cat). 

We look at her (= the cat) all the time!

Subject pronoun Object pronoun

first-person singular I

I talked to Rex last night.

me

Rex talked to me last night.

second-person singular you

You gave me a gift.

you

I gave you a gift.

third-person singular he/she/it

She told me about her plan.

him/her/it

I told her about my plan.

first-person plural we

We took the bus.

us

The bus took us home.

second-person plural you

You beat Team A.

you

Team B beat you.

third-person plural they

They love the weather.

them

I told them about the weather.

   We usually use the pronoun it for animals, but when we are talking about a pet, or an 
animal we know well, we often use he/she and him/her.

Reminder
Be careful when there are two nouns in a sentence.

My parents bought me Rollerblades. I love them very much.

Here it is difficult to know if the pronoun them refers to my parents or Rollerblades. In this 
case, it is better to repeat the noun.

My parents bought me Rollerblades. I love my parents very much.

Grammar VideoPronouns
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16Unit Reported speech

16.1 Direct and reported speech
There are two ways of relating what a person has said: direct speech and reported speech.

When people speak or when we write the exact words someone says, it is called direct speech.

Bill: I’m going out tomorrow night.   ‘I’m going out tomorrow night,’ Bill said.

When we talk about what someone has said without necessarily using the speaker’s exact words, 
it is called reported speech.

Bill said that he was going out the following night.

16.2 Changing direct speech into reported speech
When changing direct speech into reported speech, we often need to change: 

Direct speech Reported speech

verb tenses ‘The toy is very cute,’ said Lucy. Lucy said (that) the toy was very cute.

punctuation ‘Where is Sandy going?’ Phillip asked. Phillip asked where Sandy was going.

modal verbs ‘I can help you clean the room,’ said 
Tom.

Tom said (that) he could help me 
clean the room.

Personal pronouns, possessive adjectives, possessive pronouns and demonstratives should be 
changed like this:

Direct speech Reported speech

subject 
pronouns

I, we

‘I’m having a party next 
Saturday,’ said Brad.

he/she, they

Brad said (that) he was having a party the 
following/next Saturday.

object 
pronouns

me, us

‘The seat is reserved for me,’ 
said Joe.

him/her, them

Joe said (that) the seat was reserved for him.

possessive 
adjectives

my, our

‘It’s my birthday,’ said Iris.

his/her, their

Iris said (that) it was her birthday.

possessive 
pronouns

mine, ours

‘The cat is ours,’ they told me.

his/hers, theirs

They said (that) the cat was theirs.

demonstrative 
adjectives

this, these, that, those

‘I bought this food at the wet 
market,’ said Mum.

the

Mum said (that) she bought the food at the 
wet market.

This does not apply to expressions of time.

demonstrative 
pronouns

this, these

‘This is my favourite book,’ said 
Alan.

that, those

Alan said (that) that was his favourite book.

When the demonstrative pronoun is 
an object pronoun, we can change the 
pronoun to it/them.
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24Unit The subjunctive

24.1 Using the subjunctive
The subjunctive is a special verb form. We use it to talk about ‘unreal’ situations, i.e. things that 
are possible, desirable or imaginary.

He suggested that she be included in the meeting.

It is vital that he have all the relevant information. 

If only I were a bit taller.

The subjunctive form is mostly used in very formal contexts and is more common in American 
English than in British English.

24.2 The present subjunctive
The form of the present subjunctive is always the same as the infinitive, i.e. the base form of the 
verb. Therefore, we do not add an -s to the third-person singular when using the subjunctive, 
and the present subjunctive of the verb to be is be for all persons.

Simple present Present subjunctive

She always attends these meetings.  
Her subordinates are usually there too.

It is important that she attend this meeting. We would 
also recommend that her subordinates be there.

24.3 The present subjunctive in that-clauses
One of the most common uses of the present subjunctive is in formal that-clauses. These clauses 
follow words expressing the idea that something is important or desirable, such as the following:

verbs advise, ask, command, 
demand, insist, order, prefer, 
propose, recommend, 
request, suggest

He is demanding that the bank refund the money 
immediately. 

Her manager proposed that she be in charge. 

nouns command, demand, order, 
proposal, recommendation, 
request, suggestion

Our recommendation is that the company move 
forward with the investment.

They made a suggestion that she look into the 
matter.

adjectives adamant, advisable, anxious, 
best, crucial, desirable, 
determined, essential, 
imperative, important, 
necessary, unthinkable, vital

She was adamant that the investigation continue.

It is not desirable that he give the presentation. 

It was imperative that we get to the bottom of 
this.

Note that it does not matter whether the sentence is in the present or the past tense; the 
subjunctive form always remains the same.

To make the present subjunctive form negative, we simply put not before the verb.

It is crucial that you not share this information with anyone. 
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Progress Check 6

A   Your friend, Simon, is unhappy with an app that he purchased. Help him complete the 
letter of complaint below by circling the correct options.

Dear Sir/Madam,
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recommended (1) . My wife and I were just about to (2)  around Eastern Europe, and we 
were worried about not being able to make ourselves understood. I do not speak any foreign 
languages, and (3) , so DictioNovice sounded perfect to us. (4)  translate foreign languages but 
also speak the sentences out loud.

Once I had installed the app, I decided to (5) . I spoke some English sentences into my phone, 
and from the speaker (6)  that sounded Hungarian to my untrained ears. The app then made 
the suggestion (7)  to the Premium version, as I would then get access to all the languages we 
would encounter during the trip. So I paid HK$398 for the upgrade. (8)  what a rip-off this 
would (9)  to be.

(10) in Prague than the problems started. I tried a friendly greeting in Czech on the immigration 
officer, and he looked at me (11) insane. I should (12) right there and uninstalled the app. In 
fact, I (13), as it would have spared me the embarrassment that was to follow.

While publishing a translation app that turns every sentence into a rude insult may seem like 
a fun practical joke to you, I assure you it is no fun at all for the customers who (14).

I demand (15) a full refund of the money I wasted on your decidedly unfunny app.

Yours faithfully,
Simon Fung

1 A that I tried it
 B that I try it
 C to try it
 D me trying it

6  A words came
 B words come
 C came words
 D come words

11 A as if I be
 B as if I am
 C as if I were
 D as if I was being

2  A set out on a trip
 B set out a trip on
 C go out on a trip
 D go out a trip on

7  A that should I upgrade
 B that I upgraded
 C that I upgrade
 D that I would upgrade

12  A give in
 B have given in
 C give up
 D have given up

3  A so my wife does
 B so does my wife
 C neither my wife does
 D neither does my wife

8  A Never knew I
 B Never did I know
 C Little knew I
 D Little did I know

13  A wish I did
 B wish I had
 C wish I were
 D wish I should

4  A Not only it could
 B Not only could it
 C It only could not 
 D Not it could only

9  A turn up
 B turn off
 C turn out
 D turn on

14  A fell for it
 B fell it for
 C fell on it
 D fell it on

5  A try it on
 B try on it
 C try it out
 D try out it

10  A No sooner did we land
 B No sooner had we landed
 C No sooner we landed
 D No sooner landed we
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 B that you issued
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Nouns and noun clauses 1

F   Help your friend Jonas edit his article about a new app. Replace the phrases in bold 
using suitable noun clauses. Use the correct form of the words in brackets. You may need 
to change some adjectives and verbs into nouns. You may also need to add some words.

   Apart from that, wh-words and if/whether, we can also use pronouns such as whoever, 
whenever, whatever, however, etc. to begin noun clauses.

  Any person who needs help should get it. ➔ Whoever needs help should get it.

FaceApp: Facing your future self By Jonas Chiu

As a society, we need to talk about (1) the meaning of getting older (age / mean / us). It is 
a topic that often worries people. Have you thought about how you will look in fifty years? 
If not, you could try FaceApp.

This age-increasing app works with (2) any smartphone you might have (smartphone / 
own). Simply install the app, then take a photo of (3) any person whom you wish to age 
(want / make / older).
(4) The way our looks will change (feature / our older self / will have) is often down  
to how we live. To reflect this, (5) the method FaceApp uses to alter your face  
(app / change / your / appear) depends on the details you enter. If you lead a healthy  
life, the app will make your future face younger and slimmer.
(6) The reason young people desire such an app (teenage / want / app / like this) is easy 
to understand. Not only can they find out (7) potential similarities to their mums and 
dads (will look like / parent), but they can also catch a glimpse of (8) the way that different 
life choices lead to different results (effects / different lifestyle / will have).

While it is likely (9) FaceApp will be enjoyed (user/ will enjoy / FaceApp), it is not clear 
(10) how realistic the photos are (it / provide / meaningful / predict). However, it should 
get us talking about our futures.

1 what ageing means to us  

 

2 whatever smartphone you own  

 

3 whoever you want to make older  

 

4 What features our older selves will have  

 

5 how the app changes your appearance  

 

6 Why teenagers want an app like this  

 

7 if/whether they will look like their  

parents

8 what effects different lifestyles will have 

 

9 that users will enjoy FaceApp  

 

10  if/whether it provides meaningful  

predictions
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(1) There is currently much debate about a topic in Hong Kong. This topic is single-use 

plastics. As the name suggests, these are plastic items such as straws and cutlery. (2) These 

plastic items are used only once before they are thrown away. 

Some of the biggest contributors to the single-use plastic problem in Hong Kong are  
(3) fast-food restaurants. In these restaurants, hundreds of millions of plastic items are used 

and discarded every year. These (4) items are toxic and harmful to the environment. Many 

of them end up in the ocean.  This situation is an ecological disaster for our (5) city. For this 

reason, we need to impose a citywide ban on single-use plastics in restaurants.

The topic of single-use plastics in Hong Kong fast-food restaurants received a lot of attention 

in (6) December of 2018. A shocking Greenpeace study was released then. The study showed 

that just Maxim’s, Café de Coral and (7) Fairwood were responsible for an astonishing 180 

million items of disposable plastics that year. These are the three biggest fast-food chains in 

the city. As a result of the study, these three chains now only give plastic straws to (8) some 

customers. Customers can only get them if they ask for them. (9) This is a step in the right 

direction but far from a solution to the problem. 
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Relative clauses 20

G   You have come across the following article on cryptocurrencies. However, there is ONE 
mistake in each line. Cross out the mistakes and write the corrections above them. Add 
any missing commas.

There is a lot of talk these days about cryptocurrencies which are a type of digital cash  

that can be used to pay for products and services online. There are those which believe  

that they will soon rule the world’s financial markets, and just as many to who this idea  

is simply laughable. So, rather than speculate about the future of cryptocurrencies which  

is indeed uncertain, let us take a look at their history, that is longer than is widely known. 

While most people place the birth of cryptocurrencies in 2009, where Bitcoin was launched,  

there were some earlier attempts. One of the pioneers is the computer engineer Wei Dai  

who published an essay in 1998 which he proposed an anonymous electronic cash system. 

Unfortunately for Dai, his currency, that he named B-Money, was never fully developed. 

Another key figure in cryptocurrencies is Nick Szabo, which idea for a system called Bit Gold 

was also never realized. However, his system included a proposal for a registry that details 

of transactions would be stored. This idea was later developed into the ‘blockchain’ where 

modern cryptocurrencies are now based on, which bring us, finally, to Bitcoin.

Bitcoin, though made available in 2009, was first introduced the year before when a paper  

entitled ‘Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System’ was posted to a mailing list who’s  

members had a shared interest in cryptography. It was written by ‘Satoshi Nakamoto’ whose 

identity remains a mystery to this day. ‘Mining’—the process through where new Bitcoins are 

created—did not begin until the launch, however, at when time the new currency really took off.

,
who

whom

,
which

when

,
where/in which

which

whose

where/on which/in which

which/that

brings

,
whose

,
which

when/at which time
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9Unit Adjectives

9.1 Using adjectives
Adjectives are words that describe the appearance or qualities of something/somebody. They 
make our language more detailed and interesting. We use adjectives to describe nouns and 
pronouns.

My mum wore a red dress to the party. It was expensive but she felt happy wearing it.

   We can modify adjectives with adverbs of degree, e.g. extremely, quite, slightly and very.

  Sally is quite intelligent. She is very friendly too.

9.2 Adjectives of quality
We can use both present participles (-ing) and past participles (-ed) as adjectives. Generally, there 
is a difference in function between these two groups of adjectives.

Function Examples

present participle 
adjectives

describe what makes people/animals 
feel a certain way 
(active, meaning ‘having this effect’)

The lecturer was very boring.

The tiring practice session finally 
ended.

past participle 
adjectives

describe how people/animals feel about 
something/someone 
(passive, meaning ‘affected in this way’)

I was bored at the party.

My dog felt tired after a long 
walk.

   Not all present and past participles can be used as adjectives.

 ✓ scared ✗ scaring (We use ‘scary’ instead.)

 ✓ impressed ✗ impressing (We use ‘impressive’ instead.)

Reminder
Most adjectives are adjectives of quality. However, you may be familiar with other types 
of adjectives.

Demonstrative adjectives: this, that, these, those

Distributive adjectives: each, every, either, neither

Quantitative adjectives: some, any, little/few, many/much

Possessive adjectives:  my, your, his/her, its, our, your, their

➤ ➤ ➤
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9.4 Connecting multiple adjectives
When there are two adjectives after a linking verb, we connect them with and. When there are 
more than two adjectives, we connect the last two with and and the rest with commas.

He is kind and generous.

He is kind, generous, honest and nice.

When multiple adjectives come before a noun, we add and or commas only if the adjectives 
give similar information.

He is a kind, generous and honest man. (Kind, generous and honest all describe personality.)

He is a kind handsome young man. (Kind, handsome and young describe different types of 
qualities.)

   For multiple adjectives before a noun, it would be equally correct to replace and with a 
comma.

 ✓ He is a kind, generous and honest man.

 ✓ He is a kind, generous, honest man.

9.5 The order of adjectives before nouns
When more than one type of adjective comes before a noun, we usually order the adjectives by 
type:

opinion size
physical 
quality

age shape colour pattern origin material purpose

handy dotted wooden walking

large round white

dusty old Japanese

Grandpa bought a handy dotted wooden walking stick at the market.

I made a large round white cake for my dad’s birthday.

We saw many dusty old Japanese artifacts in the ruins.

   Adjectives about purpose are usually 
present participles that can form 
compound nouns.

 drinking water fishing rod

 reading glass running shoes
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B   Complete the sentences using the correct form of the words in the box. Use each  
word ONCE.

   With adjectives that already show a high degree of something (e.g. furious, freezing and 
amazing), we should use the adverb absolutely instead of very.

  ✗ Her dress was very gorgeous.    ✓ Her dress was absolutely gorgeous.

absolute almost anywhere around consequent definite

evident hard nearby somewhere sure very

1 Erica left her clothes and shoes on the beach. Evidently  she went for a swim.

2  You’ve got chocolate all over your clothes. Do you want to go somewhere  and get 

changed?

3  Tiffany: You’re good friends with Barry, aren’t you?

Samuel: No, I hardly  know him. We’ve only met once.

4  George: How was your holiday?

Christy: It was all right. We didn’t go anywhere  interesting.

5  Those mountains look absolutely  magnificent. I must take a photo!

6  Hannah: Oh dear, we’re late for class!

Ann: Only by a minute! Surely  the teacher won’t be angry?

7  I’ve lost my phone. I know it’s nearby . I can hear it ringing from here.

8  Band practice is definitely  tonight. The principal told me so.

9  Shelley bought some new shoes, but they were very  tight, so she returned 

them.

10  Brandon: Have you finished reading that book yet?

Wesley: I’m almost  done. One last chapter to go!

11 Alfie woke up with a fever. Consequently , he had to cancel his business trip.

12  In Canada, we had to drive around  a dead deer lying in the middle of the road.

in a car/taxi   on a bus/boat/minibus/train/tram/bike/motorcycle

Reminder
We use in the corner with closed spaces, e.g. rooms and boxes. We use at/on the corner 
with open spaces, e.g. roads and parks. At the corner refers to street intersections; on the 
corner refers to a position on a street.

My bed is in the corner of my bedroom.

I bumped into Paul at/on the corner of the road.

Let’s meet at the corner of Pine Avenue and First Street. There is a cafe on the corner.

Here are some examples of other prepositions of place:

147

Do not use prepositions before expressions of time beginning with these words:

all any (informal) each every last

next one some that (some cases) this

✗ Is your birthday on this Tuesday? No. It is on next Tuesday.

✓ Is your birthday this Tuesday? No. It is next Tuesday.

Common error
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Exam practice   The science writer Simon Frost is working on an editorial about 
gene editing. Read the forum post and interview excerpt below, 
and then use the information, as well as any other necessary 
words, to complete his editorial. Use the subjunctive form 
whenever appropriate.

Forum post by Rico99 #1

We all wish to be more intelligent, right? Well, guess what?  
There’s a new technology that might give you the opportunity to 
make that a reality! It’s called gene editing, and from what I hear 
it will soon be widely used on humans. I sure hope I’ll be able to 
afford it!

Frost: My worries about gene editing? That’s a 
big question. Of course, we need to consider the 
negative consequences of any new technology—
that’s always of the utmost importance. It’s no 
different with gene editing: we have to examine 
the ways it could be abused before it is too late. I 
don’t worry too much about the scientists. I’m sure 
they want this technology to be used for everyone’s 
benefit. I mean, doing everything in our power 
to eradicate life-threatening diseases is, of course, 
desirable. But to avoid abuse, gene editing must be 
regulated and not used for enhancement—those 
are two crucial points. And most important of all, it 
should NEVER be given over to commercial interests. 

Excerpt from interview with 

Simon Frost

10
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Exam practice    Read Version 1 of the following email. Then rewrite the underlined 
parts using noun clauses in Version 2 on the next page. You 
will also need to change the highlighted parts to nouns or 
noun phrases. 

Version 1

To:

Form:

Subject:

Janice So

Warren Lam

The Asia-Pacific IT Convention

Dear Ms So,

Have you decided (1) to attend certain events next year? Come along to the Asia-Pacific IT 
Convention and find out (2) about the technological items people will use in the future. We 
follow (3) the trends as they lead us anywhere.

(4) IT workers, journalists and consumers come together at this event to discover the latest 
developments. The convention will take place between 11 and 15 November at the HKCEE. 
We think (5) 350 exhibitors and 300,000 people who visit will attend. (6) IT experts consider 
this event to be Asia’s biggest attraction. 

It is set to be an exciting convention. (7) A huge product launch will take place on the 
first day of the convention. E-Assistant is the size of a coffee cup, and it can translate 20 
languages, answer phone calls and reply to emails. (8) Every worker will have something that 
assists him or her electronically in the future, probably. 

Another hot product is I-Manage. (9) People in the IT profession are using this software 
to stay ahead. With I-Manage, you can control the office lights, air conditioning and 
information screens. (10) Businesses can save time and money if they use this innovative 
product. We have found solid proof of this.

(11) Many management staff are most interested in virtual reality. This technology will also 
be on display at the convention. Employees use virtual reality headsets instead of screens. 
(12) Headsets increase how productive workers are, say many employers. 

(13) In what way should you book your tickets? It is up to you. You can book at  
www.apitconvention.com.hk or by calling 5556 5478.

Yours sincerely,
Warren Lam
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Question tags 17

D   Steven is chatting online with his classmate Miranda. Complete their conversation with 
the correct question tags.

Miranda
Online

That mock exam today was difficult, (1) wasn’t it ?
Steven

Miranda
Yeah! I don’t think anyone passed, (2) did they ?

I don’t know. But we should probably revise harder 

in the future, (3) shouldn’t we ?
Steven

Miranda Agreed. Let’s start a study group, (4) shall we ?

That’s an excellent idea. We can meet on Thursdays 

after class, (5) can’t we ?
Steven

Miranda

That’s fine with me, but we should invite some of our other 

classmates, (6) shouldn’t we ? Surely someone else will 

want to come too, (7) won’t they ?

Yes, you’re right. There are at least a dozen of them, 
(8) aren’t there ?

Steven

Miranda

Yes, I think so. But where can our study group 

meet? I don’t believe we can meet in the library 

study room, (9) can we ?

I can find out. Let me talk to Mrs Chan about it, 
(10) will you ?

Steven

Miranda

Sure. She’s one of the school librarians, (11) isn’t she ? 

She scarcely ever leaves the library, (12) does she ?

She certainly is hard-working.
Steven

Miranda
Anyway, talk to her about it, (13)  ?

will/would/can/
could you

No problem. 
Steven

Miranda

Message me when you find out what she says, 
(14)  ?

will/would/can/
could you

Of course!
Steven

Clear and detailed grammar explanations

Research-based approach

Realistic practice for the HKDSE
Relevant and up-to-date topics 

Wide variety of text types for authentic grammar practice
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Exam practice   Read Version 1 of the following listicle. Then rewrite the underlined 
parts using the quantifiers in brackets in Version 2 on the next 
page.

Version 1

How to
Declutter your smartphone

(1) iPhones and Android phones don’t work efficiently when they contain (2) a number of apps and 

files that is too high. Here are (3) multiple tips for cleaning up your phone without (4) an excessive 

amount of effort.

1 Delete old photos

Many of us have (5) so many photos that we can’t count them. However, we never look  

at or share (6) a majority of these photos. Our phones fill up with unwanted photos until  
(7) there isn’t the necessary amount of storage space for new ones.

Delete unwanted pics or transfer them to the cloud. You could go through (8) a number of 

photos considered individually, but no one has time for that. Instead, remove photos that 

are over a year old.

2 Delete unused apps
(9) Around 70–80% of smartphone users have (10) between 20 and 40 apps that they never 

use. To find them, go to your phone’s settings. Open the list that shows (11) the full number 

of the phone’s apps, and check when (12) multiple individual apps were last opened. (13) Are 

there a number of apps that you rarely or never use? Simply delete them. This will make it 

easier to find the apps you do use.

3 Tidy up your apps
(14) iPhones can create folders on their home screens and so can Android phones. (15) Make 

the same number of folders as the number that you need and give them titles such as ‘games’ 

and ‘social media’. Drag your app icons to the folders, but don’t put (16) an unsuitably large 

number of apps into (17) multiple folders that are thought about separately. Alternatively, 

arrange the apps in alphabetical order. (18) The first method and the second method will 

make finding an app easier and save you (19) a great amount of time.
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Exam practice   The management team at Lucky Manor is conducting a survey on 
the living experience of new residents. Read the following survey 
results. Then complete the survey report on the next page using 
reported speech.

 

Survey results: new residents’ living experience in Lucky Manor

Question 1––What made you choose to move to Lucky Manor?

• ‘This estate is much closer to my office. I can easily walk to work.’––Joe Leung

• ‘My flat here is larger than the one I had on Hong Kong Island.’––Aaron Jones

• ‘Property prices are lowering at the moment. It was a good time to invest.’––Priscilla Lee

• ‘There are a lot of bars and clubs in this neighbourhood. How great it is to be so near 
the night life!’––Bob Smith

What made you choose to move to Lucky Manor?

other

size of flat

price

location

40%

30%

20%

10%

Question 2––Do you have any complaints?

• ‘Some of my neighbours are far too noisy at night.’––Edward Ling

• ‘Some of the security guards are rude.’––Betty Ip

• ‘I wish the common areas were better maintained. I’m afraid to let my kids play in the 
playground. The swing may break at any moment!’––Vince Chu

Do you have any complaints?

35%

25%

20%

20%

other

issues related to Lucky Manor staff

noise-related issues

maintenance-related issues

Question 3––Would you recommend this estate to your friends?

• ‘It depends on whether they have a family, their financial circumstances and other 
factors. I wouldn’t recommend it to people with young children.’––Isaac Law

• ‘Yeah! I love this place. I’ll recommend it to all my friends.’––Peter Parker

Version 1

To: Janice So

From: Warren Lam

Subject: The Asia-Pacific IT Convention

Dear Ms So,

Have you decided (1) to attend certain events next year?
Come along to the Asia-Pacific IT Convention and find out (2) 
about the technological items people will use in the future. 
We follow (3) the trends as they lead us anywhere.

(4) IT workers, journalists and consumers come together at 
this event to discover the latest developments. The 
convention will take place between 11 and 15 November at 
the HKCEE. (5) We think 350 exhibitors and 300,000 people 
who visit will attend. (6) IT experts consider this event to be 
Asia’s biggest attraction. 

It is set to be an exciting convention. (7) A huge product 
launch will take place on the first day of the convention. E-
Assistant is the size of a coffee cup, and it can translate 20 
languages, answer phone calls and reply to emails. (8) Every 
worker will have something that assists him or her 
electronically in the future, probably. 

Version 2

To: Janice So

From: Warren Lam

Subject: The Asia-Pacific IT Convention

Dear Ms So,

Have you made a decision about (1) which events to attend 
next year? Come along to the Asia-Pacific IT Convention and 
find out (2) what technological items/technology people will 
use in the future. We follow (3) wherever/where the trends 
lead (us).

It is the event (4) where IT workers, journalists and 
consumers come together to discover the latest 
developments. The convention will take place between 11 
and 15 November at the HKCEE. It is expected (5) that 350 
exhibitors and 300,000 visitors will attend. (6) This is the 
event that IT experts consider (to be) Asia’s biggest 
attraction.

It is set to be an exciting convention. The first day of the 
convention is (7) when a huge product launch will take place. 
E-Assistant is the size of a coffee cup, and it can translate 20 
languages, answer phone calls and reply to emails. It is likely 
(8) that every worker will have an electronic assistant in the 
future.

Unit 1
Nouns and noun clauses in a business email

Unit 1
Nouns and noun clauses in a business email
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Phrasal verbs 22

Form & usage

A   Match the phrasal verbs with their meanings and then use them to complete the 
sentences below. Make sure you use the correct tense in each sentence.

bring up •  •  overcome

build up  • •  meet by accident

call out  • •  understand

chop up  • •  trust

count on  • •  rise

get over  • •  be noticeable

get up • • cut into small pieces

keep on • •  create, develop

run away  • •  continue regardless

run into  • •  mention

stand out • •  leave suddenly, escape

take in  • •  shout for attention

1 You’ll never guess who I ran into  the other day: our old classmate Steven!

2  I was polite and tried to explain everything, but they just kept on  shouting 

at me.

3   I saw you in Central yesterday. I called out  to you, but you didn’t hear me.

4   Could you explain your idea again? I was too tired to take in  the details 

when we spoke yesterday.

5   Being the only person wearing a costume, Nicola really stood out .

6   He is only 27 years old, but he has already built up  a huge business empire.

7   I hate to bring up  this sensitive issue, but we really need to discuss it.

8   You’ll need to chop up  all the vegetables before you put them in the stew.

9   We used to have a dog, but he ran away  one day.

10   I’m fortunate enough to have friends I can count on  in any situation.

11  I love Sundays—it’s the only day of the week I can get up  late.

12  It’s no wonder she feels terrible right now, but I’m sure she’ll get over  it.
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F   Johnny is interviewing Dr Hope and Ms Bell on his chat show. They are the authors of 
a new book called Health and Beauty. Complete the interview using the correct form of 
the verbs in the box. You may use some of the verbs more than once. Add not where 
necessary.

be enjoy explain go hold join

look need sell sound specialize tell

train understand work write

Johnny:  Welcome to today’s programme. As you can see, I (1) am/’m holding  

a book in my hand. The title (2) is  Health and Beauty. 

The authors, Dr Edward Hope and Ms Barbara Bell, (3) are  

experts in their fields. Dr Hope (4) specializes  in healthy 

diets. Ms Bell (5) works  as a beautician. Both of them 
(6) join/are joining  us today to talk about their new book. Welcome 

to the show!

Dr Hope: Thank you.

Ms Bell: It’s a pleasure.

Johnny: Dr Hope, what can you (7) tell  us about your book?

Dr Hope:  Well, to put it simply, the book (8) explains  the close 

relationship between eating well and feeling beautiful.

Johnny:  Doctor, I (9) have/’ve been  vegetarian since 2005. In the past few 

months, I (10) have/’ve been training  for a marathon in the coming spring. 

I also (11) go  to the gym three times a week to lift 

weights. (12) Do  I sound  healthy to you?

Dr Hope:  You (13) do not/don’t need  to be vegetarian to eat well. You simply 
(14) need  a balanced diet. Of course, regular exercise 
(15) is  also important to maintain a healthy body. From 

what you (16) have/’ve told  me, you definitely get enough exercise!
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Modal verbs 13

7  My school has a very strict policy on mobile phones—we 
can’t/cannot/mustn’t/

must not use   (use) 

them at all during the school day.

8  You don’t/do not have to sign up  (sign up) for extra-curricular activities, but it is highly 

recommended.

9  I was able to break  (break) my personal swimming record in the practice yesterday.

10  Jessica has sprained her ankle, so she won’t/will not be able to run (run) the marathon 

tomorrow.

B   Rewrite the following sentences using the correct modal verb in brackets. Make sure you 
do not change the meaning of the sentences.

1 It’s possible for you to see the Northern Lights here in winter. (can / could) 

You can see the Northern Lights here in winter.

2  Perhaps he doesn’t want to come along. (might / will)

He might not want to come along.

3  Judging by the smoke, it’s clear that there’s a fire. (may / must)

Judging by the smoke, there must be a fire.

4  Perhaps they had another argument. (can / may)

They may have had another argument.

5  I doubt there is much traffic today. (should / will)

There shouldn’t/should not be much traffic today.

6  It’s impossible that they’re brothers—they look so different! (can / will)

They can’t/cannot be brothers—they look so different!

7  It is very likely that they’ve left already. (might / must)

They must have/must’ve left already.

8  There’s a chance that this snake is venomous. (can / could)

This snake could be venomous.

9  It’s not possible for us to go to Japan this summer. (can / could)

We can’t/cannot go to Japan this summer.

10  I’m certain of the success of this project. (can / will)

(I’m certain (that)) This project will be a success.
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Amounts 4

Form & usage

A  Select the correct answers to complete the sentences.

   We cannot use some/any/none/most/many before these words: the, this, these, those, 
possessives and personal pronouns. We need to use the following structure instead: 
some/any/none/most/many + of.

 Some of the boys are angry.

 Do you have any of those books?

 None of our devices work but none of us want to buy a new one.

1 I was so thirsty that I drank three   of lemonade.

A cans

B bits

C tubs 

A B C

2 The cat and dog   ate a whole fish. The cat looked sick afterwards.

A all

B each

C every 

A B C

3 Don’t serve any nuts.   Heidi   Daniel eat them  

as they have a nut allergy.

A Both … and 

B Either … or

C Neither … nor  

A B C

4 You’ve broken so many plates! Are there   left? 

A any

B much

C some 

A B C

5   the seats on the bus were available, so Freddie had to stand.

A None

B None of

C Plenty of 

A B C
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Modal verbs 13

Erin: Well, they’re called co-working spaces, so, obviously, you’ll (14)  have/need to share  

the office with others. That (15)  shouldn’t be  a problem for 

you guys, though, as you’re such social people. Actually, co-working spaces 
(16)  might/may be getting  more popular precisely because they’re such social 

places to work.

Tom:  Wow, that sounds great! 

Erin:  (17)  Would you like me  to recommend some good places?

Lily:  Yes, that’d be great! Thanks, Erin.

Erin:  No problem. You‘d (18)  better visit  them in person before you decide 

which one to sign up for, though.

F   You are reading a blog post about digital wallets. However, there is ONE mistake in each 
line of the blog post below. Cross out the mistakes and write the corrections above them.

Are you one of those people who should never keep track of all their passwords for 

online transactions? Then you have to consider getting yourself a digital wallet. With 

a digital wallet, you must store all your payment information and passwords in one  

application. Also, you have to create stronger passwords without worrying about 

whether you can be able to remember them later on. Even if you do not know what 

a digital wallet is, you are heard of the alternative term: e-wallet. 

If you use an e-wallet, you won’t must to carry a physical one, because you can  

store your money on your electronic devices. You mustn’t even have a traditional  

bank account; you might simply deposit money directly in your e-wallet before a  

transaction. It could be any more convenient!

Of course, you should not better get an e-wallet without considering the potential  

dangers. If you worry about your privacy, you could be aware that when you use  

an e-wallet, it can helps companies collect consumer data about you. All this  

info should then be shared with third parties, such as marketers or advertisers.  

You could also make use of the built-in security features, or else other people  

might are able to access your device and make purchases. If this gives you pause  

for thought, you should better hang on to your old leather wallet for a while longer!

Will you like to learn more about e-wallets? Check out my more in-depth post here.

can

should/ought to/had better/’d better

can

can

will

may/might/should have

have/need

needn’t/need not

can

couldn’t

had/’d better not

should/ought to

help

may/might/can/could

must/should

be

had

Would
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Amounts 4

How to
Declutter your smartphone

(1) Neither iPhones nor Android phones work  (neither … nor) 

efficiently when they contain (2) too many apps and files  (too many). Here are 
(3) some tips for cleaning up  (some) your phone without (4) too much effort  

(too much).

1 Delete old photos

Many of us have (5) more photos than we can count  (more … than). 

However, we never look at or share (6) most of these photos  (most of). Our phones 

fill up with unwanted photos until (7) there isn’t enough storage space  (enough) 

for new ones. 

Delete unwanted pics or transfer them to the cloud. You could go through 
(8) every photo  (every), but no one has time for that. Instead, remove photos 

that are over a year old.

2 Delete unused apps
(9) Most smartphone users  (most) have (10) lots of apps  (lots of) 

that they never use. To find them, go to your phone’s settings. Open the list that  

shows (11) all of the phone’s apps  (all of), and check when 
(12) each app was last opened  (each). (13) Are there any apps/any of them  (any) 

that you rarely or never use? Simply delete them. This will make it easier to find the apps 

you do use.

3 Tidy up your apps
(14) Both iPhones and Android phones  (both … and) can create folders on 

their home screens. (15) Make as many folders as  (as many … as) you need and 

give them titles such as ‘games’ and ‘social media’. Drag your app icons to the folders, but 

don’t put (16) too many apps  (too many) into (17) each folder  (each). 

Alternatively, arrange the apps in alphabetical order. (18) Either method will  (either) 

make finding an app easier and save you (19) a lot of time  (a lot of).

Text type: listicleVersion 2

ext
a a i
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Reported speech 16

Survey report on new residents’ living experience in Lucky Manor

The management office conducted a survey last month to gauge new residents’ living 

experience in Lucky Manor. The purpose of this report is to present the results of the survey.

A total of 100 new residents were surveyed. New residents are defined as residents who have 

moved into Lucky Manor within the past year. They were first asked (1) what made them  

choose to move to Lucky Manor . Forty per cent of respondents said they moved in due 

to our location. Resident Bob Smith (2) said (that) there are a lot of bars and clubs in the 

neighbourhood . He (3) exclaimed that it was great to be so near the night  

life . Thirty per cent of respondents said that price was the major issue for 

them. Resident Priscilla Lee (4) said (that) property prices were lowering at that time and  

(that) it had been a good time to invest . Twenty per cent 

of respondents moved in due to the size of the flats at Lucky Manor. Resident Aaron Jones 

(5) said (that) his flat here is larger than the one he had had on Hong Kong Island

 . A further ten per cent of respondents moved in due to other reasons.

Residents were then (6) asked if/whether they had any complaints . 

Thirty-five per cent of respondents complained about maintenance-related issues. Resident 

Vince Chu (7) said (that) he wished the common areas were better maintained

 . He (8) complained that he was afraid to let his kids play in the playground

 . Twenty-five per cent of respondents complained about noise-related 

issues, while twenty per cent of respondents complained about issues related to Lucky Manor 

staff. Resident Betty Ip (9) said (that) some of the security guards were rude . 

Twenty per cent of respondents complained about other issues.

Residents were finally (10) asked if/whether they would recommend the estate to their friends

 . Resident Peter Parker (11) exclaimed that he would  

and (12) added that he loved the place . Resident Isaac Law said that it depended 

on the circumstances. He (13) said (that) he would not recommend it to people with young 

children .

Text type: survey report

ext
a a i

Version 1

To: Janice So

From: Warren Lam

Subject: The Asia-Pacific IT Convention

Dear Ms So,

Have you decided (1) to attend certain events next year?
Come along to the Asia-Pacific IT Convention and find out (2) 
about the technological items people will use in the future. 
We follow (3) the trends as they lead us anywhere.

(4) IT workers, journalists and consumers come together at 
this event to discover the latest developments. The 
convention will take place between 11 and 15 November at 
the HKCEE. (5) We think 350 exhibitors and 300,000 people 
who visit will attend. (6) IT experts consider this event to be 
Asia’s biggest attraction. 

It is set to be an exciting convention. (7) A huge product 
launch will take place on the first day of the convention. E-
Assistant is the size of a coffee cup, and it can translate 20 
languages, answer phone calls and reply to emails. (8) Every 
worker will have something that assists him or her 
electronically in the future, probably. 

Version 2

To: Janice So

From: Warren Lam

Subject: The Asia-Pacific IT Convention

Dear Ms So,

Have you made a decision about (1) which events to attend 
next year? Come along to the Asia-Pacific IT Convention and 
find out (2) what technological items/technology people will 
use in the future. We follow (3) wherever/where the trends 
lead (us).

It is the event (4) where IT workers, journalists and 
consumers come together to discover the latest 
developments. The convention will take place between 11 
and 15 November at the HKCEE. It is expected (5) that 350 
exhibitors and 300,000 visitors will attend. (6) This is the 
event that IT experts consider (to be) Asia’s biggest 
attraction.

It is set to be an exciting convention. The first day of the 
convention is (7) when a huge product launch will take place. 
E-Assistant is the size of a coffee cup, and it can translate 20 
languages, answer phone calls and reply to emails. It is likely 
(8) that every worker will have an electronic assistant in the 
future.

Unit 1
Nouns and noun clauses in a business email

Unit 1
Nouns and noun clauses in a business email

Using a noun clause makes the writing more concise and 
effective
• shorter and more natural
• more memorable
• greater impact on readers
• easier to understand

We follow the trends as they lead us anywhere.

We follow wherever the trends lead us.
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practising skiing

Before Alan went to Hokkaido, he had 
been practising skiing.

PAST 2015 PRESENT FUTURE

went to Hokkaido

      I haven’t/have not heard      (I / hear) from you for ages!       How are things      

(how / be / things) in England? (3)      Have you settled      (settle / you) into your new 

school yet? 
(4)      I have/I’ve been thinking      (think / I) about you a lot recently, and about all the fun 

times we had before (5)      you moved      (move / you) overseas. 
(6)      I was walking      (walk / I) to school a few days ago when (7)      an idea occurred    

(occur / an idea) to me. (8)      My summer holidays are/will be coming      (my summer 

holidays / come) up in a couple of months, and I realized that (9)      I did not/didn’t have      

(have / I) any plans whatsoever. So I thought to myself, ‘I know! (10)      I will/I’ll visit       

(I / visit) my best friend Emma!’  
(11)      I have/I’ve spoken      (speak / I) to my parents already, and they said I can go as 

long as (12)      the trip does not/doesn’t affect      (affect / the trip) my studies. I figured I 

would leave Hong Kong in late July. By then, I’m sure (13)      I will/I’ll have finished      (I / 

finish) all my summer homework. The plan also works for my parents, as (14)      they will/ 

they’ll be staying      (they / stay) with my aunt in Canada during that time. 

I can’t wait to see you! (15)      We are/we’re going to have      (have / we) so much fun this 

summer! 

Love, 
Susan  

 
Past perfect continuous 
Situation Example 
past actions that began before a time in the 
past, then continued up to that time or 
stopped just beforehand 

He had been shivering before he put on his 
coat. 

ongoing or repeated past actions that began 
some time in the past 

I had been calling her for hours before she 
finally picked up. 
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What are countable nouns?

Countable nouns are the people or things that we can 
count. They have both singular and plural forms. 

We can put a number or the article a/an before a 
countable noun.

What are uncountable nouns?

Uncountable nouns are usually abstract things like 
feelings, qualities and substances, which we cannot 
count. They have no plural form. 
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Summary of target grammar points 

Grammar practice 
A Complete the email below using the words in brackets. Make sure to use the correct 

form of the verbs. You will need to make some of the sentences negative using not. 
 
� 

To:  Peter Lau 

From:   

Subject:  

Hi Emma, 
(1)      I haven’t/have not heard      (I / hear) from you for ages! (2)      How are things      

(how / be / things) in England? (3)      Have you settled      (settle / you) into your new 

school yet? 
(4)      I have/I’ve been thinking      (think / I) about you a lot recently, and about all the fun 

times we had before (5)      you moved      (move / you) overseas. 
(6)      I was walking      (walk / I) to school a few days ago when (7)      an idea occurred    

(occur / an idea) to me. (8)      My summer holidays are/will be coming      (my summer 

holidays / come) up in a couple of months, and I realized that (9)      I did not/didn’t have      

Emma Lam 

Susan Choi 

Summer 
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